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1925 one of the causes of discord between the French
and Abd-el-Krim, and led to the Invasion of the French
Protectorate by the Riffis
The principle of non-fortification of the Mediter-
ranean coast with the exception of the presidios was
again affirmed, and provision was made for the ap-
pointment of a khalifa, or sultan's governor, in the
Spanish zone It is noteworthy, and of great import-
ance when considering North African questions to-day,
that there was not, and indeed never had been, any
direct treaty between Spain and the Shereefian Empire,
France in actual fact subletting, so to speak, part of the
Sultan's dominions of the whole of which she was
tenant Thus Spanish Morocco is from the legal point
of view merely a zone of influence in a French Protec-
torate, a matter which was liable to cause and during
the Spanish Civil War has caused, a certain amount of
friction It is true that the Spanish zone was admin-
istered by a High Commissioner and treated in every
way as if it had been a separate Spanish Protectorate,
but all diplomatic dealings with foreign powers, though
not with the consular officials, had to be done through
the French Resident-General who is by virtue of the
1912 Treaty of Protection the permanent foreign
minister for the whole of the Sultan's dominions
It was all very well to delimit the Spanish zone on
paper and announce rather pontifically that the area
would now be administered by Spam It was quite
another matter when it came to occupying it As we
have seen, attempts at nibbling into the zone from east
and west had been made in 1909 and 1911, and un-
fortunately this policy was to be continued by Spam at
enormous cost in men and money No doubt, looking

